
MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT 
MEMORANDUM 

  
 

SECTION: 5-C 

 
DATE: JANUARY 24, 2022 
 
TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
FROM: GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: QUARTERLY DROUGHT AND WATER SUPPLY UPDATE  

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Information only. 

DISCUSSION: 

Overview 

Extreme drought conditions continued to plague most of the state including Santa Barbara 
County through the end of 2022. But in late December and continuing through mid-January, 
several atmospheric rivers brought significant rain and snow across the State. In many cases, 
statewide rainfall and snowpack totals to date exceed average annual amounts. These storms 
have filled or are anticipated to fill reservoirs statewide. Jameson Lake filled and began spilling 
on January 9, 2023. Lake Cachuma received over 120,000-acre feet (AF) of inflow since the 
beginning of 2023 and is expected to reach spill conditions within weeks. Storage in State Water 
Project (SWP) reservoirs are above historical average for this point in the water year and, with 
several winter months remaining, are likely to receive additional inflow and produce an 
increased allocation for 2023. The US Drought Monitor indicates decreased drought intensities 
statewide, with State Barbara County reducing from extreme to abnormally dry conditions.  

Recent winter conditions have provided much needed short-term relief from the drought. The 
District’s 3-year water supply outlook indicates adequate water to meet projected demand with 
minimal imported water. Assuming customer demand aligns with the 3-year average water use 
(2019-2021) at about 4,300 acre feet per year (AFY), projections no longer indicate a need for 
delivery of imported water in 2023 from Homer (500 AF at San Luis Reservoir) and Semitropic 
(1,500 AF).  

Despite the improved water supply condition, water conservation and efficient water use remain 
essential to ensuring the long-term reliability of the District’s water supplies. Many of the 
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District’s ongoing water conservation related initiatives continue, including implementation of 
the Water Use Efficiency Plan with conservation rebates, leak notifications, development of 
parcel water budgets, pursuit of additional rainfall independent supplies, and others.  

Drought Update 

As of the end of 2023, over 90% of the State 
remained in severe or worse drought 
conditions, with Santa Barbara County 
experiencing primarily extreme drought 
conditions according to the US Drought 
Monitor.  

Resulting from the significant winter storms 
during the first part of January 2023, the US 
Drought Monitor indicates decreasing 
drought intensity statewide, with 43% of the 
State experiencing severe drought conditions 
and a majority of Santa Barbara County 
experiencing abnormally dry conditions. As 
of January 20, 2023, the Santa Barbara County-wide percentage of normal water year rainfall is 
112%, with normal to date being 260%.  

Update on Water Sources 

The Cachuma Project, a critical local surface water supply for the District, is nearly 100% of 
current full storage capacity as of January 20, 2023, and expected to spill. This source has 
historically supplied about 40% of the District’s annual water supply. The District’s full 
Cachuma Project entitlement is 2,651 AF. While the initial Cachuma Project allocation for Water 
Year (WY) 2023 issued by United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) on October 1, 2022 is 
0% due to continued extreme drought conditions and low lake levels, a mid-year allocation is 
anticipated following the recent storms. On January 19, 2023, the Cachuma Project participants 
jointly submitted a notice to the Santa Barbara County Water Agency requesting a mid-year 
allocation of 100%. The County will provide this notice to USBR for review and issuance. The 
District’s 3-year water supply outlook projects 100% available Cachuma Project supplies 
through WY 2025. As of January 1, 2023, the District has about 2,000 AF of prior year Cachuma 
Project water, also referred to a carryover water, at risk of loss to spill. 

Jameson Lake, another critical local surface water supply for the District, began spilling on 
January 9, 2023, and is at 100% of the current full storage capacity (4,848 AF). Annual 
deliveries are consistent with the District’s 2020 modified rule curve for the reservoir, which 
indicates up to 2,000 AF of deliveries when the lake is full. Jameson Lake is a District owned 
and operated facility and serves as a longer-term drought supply with reduced deliveries 
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available over an extended period. The District’s 3-year water supply outlook projects about 
1,500 AF of deliveries in 2023, followed by 500-700 AF for 2024 and 2025. The purpose of 
increased deliveries in 2023 is to draw down the lake level from full to create available storage 
capacity to capture runoff, if any, in subsequent years. 

Doulton Tunnel is a 2.2 mile tunnel through 
the Santa Ynez Mountains allowing for the 
passage of Jameson Lake deliveries to the 
South Coast for delivery to the District’s 
service area.  The tunnel itself experiences 
water intrusion which contributes to water 
deliveries. Tunnel intrusion is groundwater and 
it is highly dependent on hydrology. Deliveries 
have historically ranged up to about 1,000 
gallons per minute (gpm). Tunnel intrusion 
following the January 9, 2023 storms exceeded 
1,000 gpm and has since reduced by about half. 
The District’s 3-year water supply outlook projects about 45 AF of deliveries per month on 
average in 2023, and gradually reducing each year thereafter.  

Groundwater serves as an important drought supply for the District. During average or wetter 
conditions, the District rests its wells, allowing the groundwater basin to recover. During below 
average or dry periods, the District increases groundwater production from the basin. The 
District has six potable and six non-potable active groundwater wells capable of pumping a 
combined total of between 600-700 AFY. As of January 20, 2023, groundwater production has 
been reduced to about 10 AF per month. Groundwater levels are expected to increase as a result 
of the above-average rainfall received this water year. The District’s 3-year water supply outlook 
projects groundwater production to reduce to between 200 and 300 AF per year through 2025. 

The State Water Project (SWP) is a supplemental surface water source supplying water from 
northern California to help lessen the long-term impacts of drought. The District’s full Table A 
entitlement is 3,300 AF per year, which includes a 300 AF drought buffer. Due to drought 
conditions persisting statewide through the end of 2022, on December 1, 2022, the Department 
of Water Resources issued an initial allocation of 0% for 2023, this being the 3rd consecutive 
year of a 5% or less allocation. Fortunately, winter storms in early January brought the State 
some needed relief from drought conditions. As a result, an increased SWP allocation for 2023 is 
anticipated. Many of the SWP reservoirs are at or above their historical average to date.  
Additionally, many of these reservoirs rely on snow melt, which is currently at record levels to 
fill in spring and early summer. As of January 20, 2023, the District has 121 AF of water 
available in SWP San Luis Reservoir. The District’s 3-year water supply outlook projects SWP 
deliveries being limited to that required for the Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, 
Improvement District No. 1 exchange.  
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With improved water supply conditions, projections indicated Supplemental Water is not 
needed over the 3-year water supply planning horizon. On October 25, 2022, the Board 
authorized purchase of water from Homer (500 AF) and withdrawal of water from Semitropic 
(1,500 AF) is no longer needed to meet demand in 2023. It is staff’s intent to withdraw these 
delivery requests, originally submitted on November 3, 2023, pending Board support. The 
District is participating in the Central Coast Water Authority’s (CCWA) 2023 Supplemental 
Water Purchase Program and plans to monitor supplemental water availability and associated 
unit costs throughout 2023. Additionally, with assistance of Westwater Research, the District 
continues to evaluate other short term water purchase option arrangements and groundwater 
banking partnerships to bolster water supply reliability when drought conditions return.  

Desalination deliveries began in January 2022, with the District receiving 117.4 AF of water per 
month from the City of Santa Barbara, in accordance with the September 2020 Water Supply 
Agreement. These deliveries are made possible by the City’s operation of its desalination facility. 
This local rainfall independent water supply is nearly 100% reliable and serves as a baseline 
supply for the District, helping to mitigate the impact of ongoing and future regulatory, 
environmental and climatic challenges affecting the District’s other water sources. In December 
2022, the District was unable to take receipt of the full monthly allotment (117.4 AF) of water 
from the City due to above average rainfall and reduced customer demand. In accordance with 
the agreement, water deliveries not received by the District are not required to be made up by the 
City in a future period. The District’s 3-year water supply outlook projects regular monthly 
deliveries of 117.4 AF ongoing. 

The District has several sources of reserved drought supplies available for use, including water 
stored in the Semitropic Groundwater Banking and Exchange Program and an option 
agreement to purchase supplemental water from HOMER LLC. The District participates in the 
Semitropic Groundwater Banking and Exchange Program. During average or wet conditions, the 
District can store surplus water in a groundwater basin for future use during below average or 
dry conditions. Participation in this program provides a guaranteed right to extract up to 1,500 
AF per year of District-stored water and store up to 4,500 AF at any time. The District currently 
has 1,800 AF of water stored in this banking program. Additionally, the District has a secured 
option to purchase up to 2,000 AF of water in 2022 and/or 2023 from an agricultural operation 
(HOMER LLC) located in central California. This option provides a guaranteed source of 
supplemental water during the ongoing severe drought conditions when supplemental water is 
extremely limited. The District’s 3-year water supply outlook no longer projects a need to 
withdraw water stored in Semitropic nor purchase water from HOMER through 2025. The 
District will have an opportunity later this year to increase its water supplies banked in 
Semitropic using (a) surplus SWP supplies if available and/or (b) purchasing supplemental water 
from Homer and/or another SWP Contractor. 
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Customer Water Use (Demand) 

Customer water use has trended at or below planned use since October 2022, a stark difference 
from the prior 15 months. While water sales between July and September 2022 remained 
elevated, water use beginning in November declined significantly. Overall water use since July 
2022 are averaging about at planned use. The recent decline in water use is occurring across 
most customer classes with the most significant variance occurring within the Agricultural and 
Single-Family customer classes. This can be attributed to enhanced public outreach concerning 
the need for reduced irrigation and the average or above average rainfall that began in November 
2022. In July 2021, following a year of water use trending over budget, the District established a 
20% water use reduction goal to realign water use with budget. As a whole, progress achieving 
this reduction has been inadequate, but the recent decline in water use is progress in the right 
direction.  

 

The District continues to place particular emphasis on conservation outreach through messaging 
and conservation visits to help support a reduction or efficient water use.  

In August 2022, the District commenced a Find and Fix a Leak initiative with the goal of 
increasing regular manual meter reading by customers to track water usage and to identify the 
leaky faucet icon on water meters. Several mailings have been sent to date to hundreds of 
customers with an identified potential leak on their property. This initiative is ongoing until the 
District’s smart meter program is complete in early to mid-2023. 
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In December, the District adopted its first Water Use Efficiency Plan which is a long-term plan 
targeting permanent changes in the way customers use water, consistent with the State’s goal of 
Making Conservation a Way of Life. The Plan includes a variety of recommended actions to 
encourage and help achieve a permanent long-term reduction in water use. The District 
introduced a Pilot Conservation Program that provides customer rebates for specific water 
conservation related actions that are easily implemented by customers and reduce water use in 
the near- and long-term. This includes rebates for toilet and appliance replacements, mulch 
installation, landscape conversions, and others. Information on how to receive a water 
conservation rebate is available on the District’s website.  

In October 2022, the District kicked off the development of parcel water budgets. A parcel water 
budget is a quantified water use target that promotes efficient water use by providing enough 
water for typical, yet efficient, water use indoors and outdoors for a specific property. Parcel 
water budgets account for seasonal changes in water use such as irrigation in winter versus 
summer, and provide flexibility to customers to choose how they use water on their property 
while discouraging water waste and excessive use. Parcel water budgets will assist the District 
achieve compliance with the new urban water use objective regulation when mandated in early 
2024. The development of parcel water budgets is expected to be completed in spring 2023.  

Significant emphasis continues to be placed on communications with customers and the public. 
See the public information update, included under Item 5-H on the January 24, 2023 Board 
meeting agenda for more information on the enhanced messaging currently being implemented.  

Water Supply Outlook 

Based on available information, including above average rainfall conditions in 2023 followed by 
projected dry conditions through 2025, the District’s 3-year water supply outlook indicates 
adequate water to meet planned customer demand with little to no imported water. The recent 
improved water supply conditions obviate the need to purchase 500 AF of supplemental water 
from Homer and the withdrawal of 1,500 AF of District drought supplies stored in Semitropic. 
Despite the improved conditions, ongoing water conservation and efficient water use remains 
essential to the long-term reliability of the District’s water supply. Demand management is 
necessary to ensure alignment with planned use.   

Focus in 2023 will continue to be on water conservation, in particular the implementation of the 
2022 Water Use Efficiency Plan and associated water conservation rebates, the establishment of 
parcel water budgets, and final implementation of automated metering infrastructure. These will 
provide customers and the District with the necessary tools to effectively manage water use, 
including avoiding water waste and loss.   

Primary sources of water supply used to meet customer demands in 2025 include the Water 
Supply Agreement with the City of Santa Barbara (desalination), Jameson Lake, Cachuma 
Project and Doulton Tunnel. Drought supplies including supplemental water secured from 
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HOMER LLC, and banked water stored in the Semitropic Water Storage District Groundwater 
Banking and Exchange Program shall remain in reserve.  

The District continuously evaluates water supply conditions and the need for additional 
supplement water and/or demand-management measures to ensure water supply availability over 
a three-year planning period and beyond.  

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Quarterly Drought and Water Supply Update Presentation 
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Item 5-C

Quarterly Water Supply Update

Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors

January 24, 2023

1
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1. Drought Status

2. Water Use Trends

3. Water Supply Status by Source

4. Current Water Supply Outlook

5. Conclusion

Outline

2
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Highlights

1. Recent winter storms bring short-term drought relief 

2. Jameson spilled; Cachuma approaching spill; SWP allocation expected to increase

3. Sufficient water to meet demand over 3-year planning horizon w/ little to no 
imported supplies; No projected water shortage

4. Imported supplies (Semitropic and Homer) are no longer needed in 2023; local 
supplies are adequate

5. Conservation/ efficient water use remains essential and will help bolster water 
supply reliability long term

3
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DROUGHT STATUS

4
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Rainfall
DROUGHT STATUS
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WY23 Hist Avg

Hist. Avg Actual
Oct     0.63”          0.07”
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DROUGHT STATUS

34.82” thru Jan 20

6
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DROUGHT STATUS
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DROUGHT STATUS
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DROUGHT STATUS
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Planned Production (Budget) Actual Production 2013 Production Baseline SBX7-7 Limitation

Planned vs. Actual Production
Demand Oct 

(AF)
Nov
(AF)

Dec
(AF)

Planned (Budget) 431 368 234

Actual 434 271 165

% Over/(under) 1% (26%) (30%)

WATER USE TRENDS

12-Month Running Average Conservation
• 32% (compared to 2013 usage) 
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SBX7-7 Limitation 2016 2020
2013 Production Baseline 2017 2021
2014 2018 2022

Annual Production
(2013-2022)

Year Total (AF)

2022 4,590

2021 4,662

2020 4,494

2019 3,742

2018 4,104

2017 3,896

2016 3,552

2015 3,917

2014 4,257

2013 6,848

WATER USE TRENDS
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Lake Cachuma
As of January 20, 2023

1. >120,000 AF inflow since Jan 1
2. Near spill conditions; 1st since 2011
3. Storage 183,964 AF* (95.3% of capacity) 
4. Anticipate 100% allocation for WY23 (2,651 AF)
5. MWD water stored

a. Cachuma WY23 (excluded)    0 AF
b. ID#1 Exchange WY23 to date 30 AF
c. Cachuma Carryover      1,965AF
d. Imported State & Supplemental  ±0 AF

Total ±1,995 AF
3. Stored water (1,995nAF) at risk of loss to spill
4. USBR planning releases pending forecast (2,000nAFD release target)
5. COMB completed installation of submerged pipeline ahead of Dec/Jan storms
* Data obtained from County of Santa Barbara Flood Control District – Rainfall and Reservoir Summary, as of January 20, 2023

WATER SUPPLY STATUS BY SOURCE
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Jameson Lake
As of January 20, 2023

1. Spill began January 9, 2023

2. Storage 4,848 AF (100% of current capacity)

3. No lake deliveries currently 
• low demand

• repair of Juncal pipeline needed at Fox Creek 

4. 2,000 AF max delivery per rule curve 

5. Doulton Tunnel Intrusion 
• peak rate 1,000 gpm (1,600 AFY)

• trending 600 gpm (950 AFY)

• no deliveries due to low demand; discharging to crk

WATER SUPPLY STATUS BY SOURCE
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Jameson Lake
As of January 20, 2023

WATER SUPPLY STATUS BY SOURCE
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Groundwater
As of January 20, 2023

1. Recharge expected from recent storms and ongoing creek flow

2. Several years of above average rainfall needed for full recovery

3. Current MWD production <10 AF/mo

4. Reduced production for 2023; allowing for basin recharge

5. Groundwater Management (Montecito Basin)
• GSA continues with GSP development 

• completion planned for May 2023

• drafts of all chapters being reviewed by Committees and Board 

• next GSA Board meeting - February 6, 2022

• Townhall meeting planned for February 21, 2023, 5:30-7:30pm

• visit montecitogsa.com for more information
Paden Well

WATER SUPPLY STATUS BY SOURCE
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Imported Water
As of January 20, 2023

1. SWP Table A Water
• 5% allocated to date for 2023 (165 AF)
• SWP reservoirs above historical average; snow pack ±250% of 

normal to date; increased allocation anticipated
• 121 AF SWP carryover in SLR  

2. Supplemental Water
• October 25, 2022 Board authorization

o purchase 500 AF Homer; NOI submitted November 3, 2022
o request delivery of 1,500 AF from Semitropic; November 3, 2022

• project no imported water needed in 2023; and potentially thru 2025
• propose withdrawal of Homer and Semitropic delivery requests

3. Continued participation in CCWA 2023 SWPP; Westwater 
pursuing other future option arrangements

WATER SUPPLY STATUS BY SOURCE
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Banked Water
As of January 20, 2023

Semitropic Groundwater Banking & Exchange Program
• secondary right to bank up to 1,500 AFY (Total 4,500 AF)
• first priority right to extract 1,500 AFY 
• water banked:

o banked in 2018   900 AF
o banked in 2019 1,100 AF
o total banked 2,000 AF

• 1,800 AF available for delivery (after 10% loss)
• delivery request deadline is May 1
• November 3, 2022 delivery request for 1,500 AF to be withdrawn
• potential opportunity to bank water in 2023 pending SWP allocation

WATER SUPPLY STATUS BY SOURCE
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WSA (Desalination)
As of January 20, 2023

1. Water Supply Agreement with City of Santa Barbara
• executed September 2, 2020

• 50 year water supply contact

• 1430 AFY

• deliveries irrespective of hydrologic conditions

2. Deliveries commenced January 1, 2022

3. 117.38 AF delivered monthly

4. Treated as base supply

5. Monthly deliveries not fully utilized in December 2022 due to low demand; 
potential shortfall in January 2023

City of Santa Barbara, Charles E. Meyer 
Desalination Facility

WATER SUPPLY STATUS BY SOURCE
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Water Supply Summary

Source Total Balance 
as of 1/20/23

(AF)

Targeted 
Production 2023

(AF)

1. Jameson Lake 4,848 1,596

2. Cachuma Project 1,995* 657

3. Imported (SWP Table A/Supplemental water) 0 0

4. Potable/NP Groundwater 60 AF/mo 215

5. Doulton Tunnel Infiltration 45-60 AF/mo 425

6. WSA (Desalination) 117 AF/mo 1,409

Total 4,302

CURRENT WATER SUPPLY OUTLOOK

* Does not account for anticipated 100% allocation for WY23 and potential loss of carryover water to spill.
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Distribution of Water Supplies by Source
CURRENT WATER SUPPLY OUTLOOK
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CURRENT WATER SUPPLY OUTLOOK
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CURRENT WATER SUPPLY OUTLOOK
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Conservation Actions (Sept 16, 2022)
Action Status Update (January ‘23)

1. Community meeting on need for reduced water use (venue MUS or Elmo Pres Church) Postponed

2. Prominent placement of two electronic message boards to inform customers (Received 
rain, no need for irrigation)

✓ Complete/ Use postponed/ Reconsider 
redeployment in Spring

3. Temporary banners to inform customers (San Ysidro, Olive Mill, Sycamore Canyon) ✓ Complete/ Postponed

4. Conservation messaging at November MA Beautification Day and future community 
events

✓ Complete/ Ongoing

5. Front page MJ article(s) / outreach in other media (Independent, Noozhawk, SBNP, etc.) ✓ Complete/ Postponed

6. Door to Door noticing (staff adjustment of irrigation timers) Not pursued

7. Increase general public messaging on conservation and reduction of irrigation ✓ Complete/ Ongoing

8. Targeted mailing(s) to properties w/ year-over-year increased use ✓ Complete/ reconsider additional 
mailing in Summer/Fall 23' 

9. Luncheon meeting with local landscapers/gardeners to inform on need for conservation Planned for Spring ‘23

10. Additional presentations to target audiences (Realtors, Rotary and / or others) ✓ Complete/  Ongoing as needed

Enhanced Messaging
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Conservation Actions (Sept 16, 2022)
Action Status Update (January 23')

1. Launch Pilot Conservation Program including incentives / rebates ✓ Complete/ Ongoing

2. Finalize Water Use Efficiency Plan and Implement ✓ Complete/ Ongoing

3. Hire a (2nd) Water Conservation Specialist Search Underway

4. Consider increased decreasing declare water shortage emergency TBD

5. Establish individual water budgets for each parcel In Development

6. Continue Find and Fix a Leak initiative with monthly meter reads and notification to 
customers

✓ Complete/ Ongoing

Enhanced Conservation Actions 
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Conservation Actions (Sept 16, 2022)
Action Status Update (January 23')

1. Engagement with City staff on possible expansion of desal ✓ Complete/ Ongoing 

2. Identify additional supplemental water purchase opportunities Ongoing 

Supply Enhancing Actions

Financial Related Actions

Action Status Update (January 23')

1. Develop list of pros/cons of penalties, surcharges and drought rates ✓ Complete

2. Develop potential financial penalty for water use in excess of some amount TBD

3. Develop drought rates Postponed

4. Consider increased funding allocation for conservation program As needed/ June 2023

5. Add water use data for baseline year (2019, 2020, 3-year monthly average) to customer 
bills  

✓ Complete
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Recommended Actions

1. Consider modifying the declared water shortage emergency condition (currently Stage 2)

2. Withdraw Homer and Semitropic delivery requests

3. Reconsider exercising option agreement with Homer in 2023

4. Update public messaging: i.e. water supply conditions improve; recent storms bring short term drought 
relief; efficient water use remains essential; irrigation systems not needed until [date]

5. Continue ongoing initiatives focused on reducing customer water use longer term
• implementation of Water Use Efficiency Plan including water conservation rebates

• develop parcel water budgets

• leak notifications and implementation of AMI

• general public messaging on water conservation and efficient use

• luncheon with local landscapers/gardeners in spring

6. Continue ongoing initiatives focused on bolstering water supply reliability 
• engagement with City on possible desal expansion

• identify additional groundwater banking opportunities

• identify other water purchase ‘option’ arrangements

• monitoring supplemental water purchase opportunities for banking

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Questions
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